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Conservatism

Beyond the Beltway;
the Right is thriving

INAUGURATIONDAY2013 was a moment of jubilation for
conservatives. After four years of lackluster economic
growth and a series of personal and policy mistakes, the
incumb~nt chief executive, a history-making Democrat,

was replaced by a conservative with an attractive policy agenda
and a skillful campaign team. In a concise, hopeful inaugural
address, the newly elected Republican leader of the executive
branch promised to focus the administration's attention and
resources on job creation and economic growth in the short run,
wh.ile setting the stage for long-term solutions to the govern-
ment's fiscal woes.

I'm describing the inauguration of Pat McCrory, North
Carolina's first Republican governor in 20 years. His election to
replace retiring one-term Democrat Bev Perdue, the state's first
female governor, was one of the few bright spots for the GOP
last November, so McCrory got more national attention than the
incoming governor of the nation's tenth-largest state would nor-
mally have received.

In general, however, Republican success in state and local
politics is an underreported story. It extends far beyond the Tar
Heel State. The post-2012 talk of conservatism's electoral
weakness and policy failures is disconnected from the personal
experiences of many politicians, journalists, analysts, and
activists who work at the state and local levels. While grassroots
conservatives were disappointed at the reelection of President
Obama and Republican misfires in races for the U.S. Senate,
they continue to enjoy unprecedented influence and success in
state capitals-while local liberals feel alienated from the gov-
ernments and institutions they long dominated.

Even after giving up some of their 2010 legislative gains
thanks to Obama's 2012 coattails, Republicans still control more
state offices than they have in generations. They hold 30 of 50
state governorships and 58 of 98 partisan legislative chambers.
The nonprofit news service Stateline reports that in 25 states,
comprising 53 percent of the U.S. population, the GOP controls
both the executive and the legislative branch. Only 13 states,
with 30 percent of the U.S. population, have unified Democratic
governments. In addition, Republicans are strongly represented
in local government, albeit primarily at the county level rather
than in the increasingly Democratic big cities. In some states,
such as my native North Carolina, the GOP's local success has
no modem precedent: A majority of the state's 100 county gov-
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ernments are now under Republican control, which hasn't been
the case since General Sherman's army was camped outside
Raleigh.

As it happens, the political transformation of North Carolina
and other states in the formerly Democratic "Solid South" is a big
part of the story. In the 2012 cycle, voters in the last state of the
old Confederacy with a Democratic legislature-Arkansas-
gave Republicans control of both chambers. In the broader
South, only Kentucky's house of representatives retains a
Democratic majority. Elsewhere in the country, Democrats
regained some legislatures they lost in the Republican-wave
election of2010, such as those in Minnesota and Maine. But the
GOP retained its recent gains in other presidential-blue states,
such as Michigan and Wisconsin.

The regional dynamic reveals much about the ideological
effects of recent political trends. Partisan affiliation doesn't
always predict political views or voting behavior. In the past,
there were significant numbers of center-left Republicans and
center-right Democrats. Members ofthe latter group traditionally
held many congressional, gubernatorial, and legislative seats in
the South and Midwest. But the days of boll weevils and blue
dogs are approaching dusk. Once southern and midwestern state
electorates became more amenable to the Republican label for
state and local offices, the two parties began to polarize by
ideology. Individuals who might once have run and served in
office as center-right Democrats have either become Re-
publicans-usually moving rightward to win their primaries-
or yielded to GOP candidates with even more reliable
conservative inclinations. Both phenomena have red-shifted the
ideological spectrum in state government.

Another way to think about these political trends is as a giant
switcheroo. From 1968 to 1988, Republicans won popular-vote
majorities in five of six presidential elections while Democrats
were firmly ensconced as the majority party of state govern-
ments and the U.S. House. But from 1992 to 2012, Democrats
have won popular-vote majorities in five of six presidential elec-
tions wh.ile Republicans have gained the advantage in House
races and the states. (Control of the U.S. Senate hasn't precisely
tracked the other results.)

The Founders intended the U.S. House to represent popular
will through direct election and the U.S. Senate to represent
popular will as channeled through state legislatures. Since the
ratification ofthe 17thAmendment, popular votes have decided
all races-but, interestingly, state legislatures have come to
exercise a significant influence over the House. Responding to
recent Voting Rights Act jurisprudence and using sophisticated
data-analysis techniques, Republicans have redrawn congres-
sional maps to their party's advantage. To an extent that remains
underappreciated in Washington, the power of Speaker John
Boehner and other Republican leaders of the House to challenge
President Obama and the Democratic Senate originated with
GOP success in legislative races and depends on its continuation,
as does resistance to the implementation of Obamacare.

HOW did Republican candidates and conservative ideas
become more competitive at the state and local levels?
A number off actors are at work. The migration ofGOP-

leaning voters from northern and midwestern states to the South
during the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s helped strengthen southern



Republican organizations at the local level. More generally, the
Republican party has channeled significant resources, including
money and political talent, into state and local politics from
coast to coast. The process began in 1978, when former Delaware
governor Pete du Pont founded GOPAC to recruit and train
Republican candidates for state and local office. It ramped up
when Newt Gingrich, then a House backbencher, took over
GOPAC operations in 1986.

Separately, conservative donors began to create a panoply of
new institutions-independent-expenditure committees, grass-
roots organizations such as Americans for Prosperity and
Freedom Works, the American Legislative Exchange Council to
advise conservative state lawmakers, and state-based think
tanks-to promote conservative principles in general, to fashion
free-market policies, and to propel these policies through the
legislative process. Using print, broadcast, and online media,
they transformed the flow of information to policymakers,
activists, and the voting public. Where liberal academics, special-
interest lobbyists, and government staffers once monopolized
the crafting oflegislation, conservative think tankers and policy
experts now offer different ideas to governors and lawmakers.
Where liberal media outlets once monopolized the coverage of
legislative issues and political scandal, new conservative media
(such as the statewide newspaper I publish, the Carolina
Journal) now playa role in setting the political agenda and
exposing wasteful or corrupt government programs and office-
holders.

The donors and policy entrepreneurs who spent the past two
decades building a strong conservative movement at the state
and local levels knew exactly what they were doing. The policy
environment matters a great deal in state politics. If you are a
successful, goal-oriented conservative who is thinking of run-
ning for public office, you consider more than just the possibility
of getting elected. You wonder what it will be like after the elec-
tion. Will you be a lonely voice in the wilderness, fated to cham-
pion doomed bills and subject to constant attack and ridicule by
the liberal establishment? Or will you be joined in office by
other thoughtful conservatives, and receive support and encour-
agement from like-minded opinion leaders and effective, well-
financed public-policy groups?

In the past, many able conservatives took a look at their
bleak post-election prospects and decided against running for
governor, the legislature, or county office. Now, many of them
seek office with the expectation not only of winning in
November but also of winning subsequent battles over taxes,
government spending, regulation, education, and other issues
they care about. Greatly improved candidate recruitment has
proved to be one cause of Republican political success at the
state and local level.

Understandably depressed about the 2012 federal elections
and the manifest inability of Washington to take on the nation's
economic, fiscal, and foreign-policy challenges, some.conserva-
tives might be tempted to dismiss the significance of down-ballot
political trends. They might well ask what difference it makes
who controls the governor's offices in Virginia and Ohio, or the
legislatures in Michigan and Florida, if the Obama campaign still
won these states' electoral votes and conservatives couldn't win
their U.S. Senate seats. I would answer that conservatives should
not place such a strong emphasis on Washington and the daily
to-and-fro of Capitol Hill politics.

Often without a great deal of national attention, cons<
tives have turned their electoral victories in the states into
islative victories on many policy issues. These victories inc
Wisconsin's initiatives on tort reform and public-sector Ul

ization, Michigan's passage of right-to-work protection
implementation of criminal- and civil-justice reforms in T(
and successful referenda in a dozen states-nearly all gave
by Republican majoritie~-to enact constitutional amendn
outlawing eminent-domain abuse. These victories are irr
tant not only on their own terms but also because they can 1
institutional knowledge, conservative confidence, and mOl
turn for future battles, including those in the nation's cal
Two examples merit a closer look: fiscal policy and educ;
reform.

A MERICA'S fiscal problems aren't confined to short-
federal deficits or unfunded liabilities in federal en
ment programs. According to the Tax Policy Ce

total government spending made up a record 37 percel
America's GDP in 2010, a statistic that fell only a single
centage point in 2011. State and local expenditures accQt
for roughly one-third of these amounts, and even more iJ
consider that much of the federal"stimulus" package cons
of bailing out profligate states with supplemental Medicaid,
cation, and unemployment-insurance funds. Moreover, UJ

funded state and local pension and health-care plans add tril
to the nation's long-term liabilities.

The good news is that, while conservatives are properly
trated at the inability of Republican politicians in Washingt
make major headway on spending restraint and tax refom
new generation of GOP leaders eiected to state office OVe
past few cycles has a far better record. Both case studief
statistical comparisons demonstrate that partisanship mal
difference in state budgeting. Until recently, that wasn't the
ventional wisdom, because analysts focused too much on
emors. When it comes to fiscal policy, legislative control ill:

much more.
Writing in The Journal of Politics in 2000, James A

Harvard and Robert Lowry of Iowa State described their:
of more than four decades of state budgeting and partisan (
ation. They found that "Democrats nearly everywhere tar
larger share of state incomes for the public budget
Republicans," and that when either party enjoyed unified cc
of a state's legislature, it tended to get its wayan fiscal p
eVyn when the governor was of the other party. In ~
University of Oklahoma economist Robert Reed examin<
years of state tax data and found something similar: States
Democratic governments consistently had higher tax bw
than states with Republican ones. And once Reed adjuste
partisan control of the legislature, partisan control of the g
norship had little effect.

At the onset of the Great Recession in 2007, states and I
ities found themselves with falling revenue forecasts and
lating service demands. Their responses reflected part)
ideology. Democratic governments tended to raise taxes a
the board. Republican governments tended to say no to
taxes, or at least to broad-based tax hikes, while cutting bue
According to the Tax Foundation's analysis of 2010 data
the U.S. Census, the ten states with the highest combined



and local tax burdens took an average of 11.2 percent of their
residents' income in 2010. The average for the ten lowest-taxed
states was 7.9 percent. Put differently, the high-tax states took 42
percent more of the typical person's money. Nine of the ten
most-taxed states had Democratic legislatures. Most of the ten
least-taxed states had Republican legislatures, and three others
were southern states with relatively moderate Democratic legis-
latures. Since 2010, all three have been replaced by more con-
servative Republican legislatures.

It's not just in overall spending and tax amounts that the new
generation of Republican leaders is having an effect. Governors
and legislative leaders in several states are now pushing
sweeping reforms of their state tax codes, seeking to reduce or
eliminate punitive taxation on investment and job creation. For
Democrats, tax reform is about filling "loopholes" to make gov-
ernment larger. For Republicans, tax reform is about eliminating
biases to make the private economy larger.

As for education, those who expected rising Republican
power in state and local government to result in univer-
sal vouchers and large-scale privatization of public

schools were guilty of inventing either utopian or dystopian fan-
tasies, depending on their point of view. In reality, conservative
leaders and policy experts had fashioned a strategy for education
reform by the mid-1990s that included several elements: 1)
higher academic expectations with rigorous assessments of
student progress; 2) reform of teacher tenure and compensation
policies; and 3) greater choice and competition in the delivery of
education services.

Once they achieved electoral success, conservative policy-
makers set higher standards and instituted annual testing. They
challenged teachers' unions on performance evaluation, pay, and
work rules, especially in the Midwest and South. Nearly every

. state now allows the creation of independent public schools, run
by private entities with government charters. As ofthe 2011-12
academic year, there were some 5,700 charter schools in opera-
tion across the country, emolling about 2 million elementary and
secondary students. That's up from only 1,650 charter schools in
2000-01. As for helping parents send their children to private
schools, the Friedman Foundation reports that 22 states have
some kind of tax deduction, tax credit, educational savings
account, or scholarship program in operation--often more than
one. Almost all of these programs have been implemented since
the 1994 Republican-wave election transformed state capitals,
although many of the bills have received bipartisan support.

Perhaps the best example of the conservative strategy in
action can be found in Florida. Republicans took control of its
senate in 1992 and its house in 1996-marking the [lIst time
since Reconstruction that both legislative chambers in a
southern state went red. Two years later, Jeb Bush was elected
governor on an ambitious platform of education reforms includ-
ing higher standards, new testing, letter grades for every public
school, alternative teacher certification, management reforms,
and school-choice programs focused on students who had spe-
cial challenges or were trapped in low-performing schools. The
results have been difficult for even left-wing critics to dispute,
although some have tried. Graduation rates are up 20 percent.
According to the Thomas B. Fordham Institute, which grades
state educational systems, Florida's math standards leapt from

an F to an A from 2005 to 2010, and its English standards rose
from a C to a B. Once mired near the bottom ofthe list in National
Assessment of Education Progress scores, Florida has posted
dramatic gains during the past decade. And in the latest interna-
tional study of reading performance, released in December,
Florida excelled--outscoring 48 of 52 participating education
systems and tying the others.

Since leaving office in 2007, Jeb Bush has advised governors,
legislators, and education leaders across the political spectrum.
For the most part, however, his Republican audiences have
responded most favorably. Last year, Indiana and Louisiana
enacted sweeping education-reform bills crafted by conservative
leaders (including Mitch Daniels and Bobby Jindal) that built and
even improved on Bush's ideas, including tenure reform and a
greatly expanded role for private schools.

I don't mean to suggest that Florida has been the only incuba-
tor of education innovation. Years before Bush was elected,
other states acted separately to implement elements of the strat-
egy with impressive results. Minnesota, for example, enacted
the nation's [lIst charter-school law in 1991. A couple of years
later, Massachusetts pioneered the idea of raising academic stan-
dards and using rigorous annual testing to measure progress.
North Carolina implemented both ideas in tandem in the mid-
1990s. As it happens, Minnesota, Massachusetts, and North
Carolina joined Florida among the highest-achieving education
systems on recent international math tests. In these three states,
the reforms of the 1990s emerged from divided governments, as
the election of Republican governors or legislatures created
opportunities that bipartisan coalitions then translated into legis-
lation. Because Governor Bush had a Republican legislature to
work with, however, he was able to fashion a more comprehen-
sive approach.

WE should not be naIve. New Republican governments
at the state and local levels haven't always produced
conservative leadership, and conservative leaders

still have a lot of work to do if they seek to transform state and
local governments into smaller institutions that promote eco-
nomic growth, refrain from encouraging dependency, and
deliver a bigger bang for the taxpayer buck.

And state Republicans' successes can be difficult to apply at
the federal level. The federal government lacks elements of the
required institutional framework for conservative victories of
the type found at lower levels of government. Enforceable rules
against funding operating deficits with debt have been critical,
and state experience suggests that an item-reduction veto (i.e.,
giving the governor the ability to reduce spending on a line item
rather than vetoing the item or the entire bill) is a key tool for
governors who want to cut spending. Without enacting some
kind of balanced-budget requirement or constitutional cap on
federal spending, and without strengthening the president's veto
power, Republican success in future federal elections will likely
prove insufficient to the task of imposing fiscal discipline on
Washington.

What I am suggesting, however, is that the conservative
movement should stop wallowing in its recent failures and start
studying and repLicating its recent successes. You'll find those
successes, and most conservatives, far from the banks of the
Potomac. NR



Amnesty
Anew

A bad idea
risesfrom the ashes

o N consecutive days in January, two immigration pro-
posals were put forward. The first was by Senators
Chuck Schmner and Marco Rubio, representing the
Gang of Eight-Democrats Schumer (N.Y.), Dick

Durbin (Ill.), Robert Menendez (N.J.), and Michael Bennet
(Colo.) and Republicans Rubio (Fla.), John McCain (Ariz.),
Lindsey Graham (S.C.), and Jeff Flake (Ariz.). The second pro-
posal was put forward by President Obama. The similarities
between the proposals are more notable than the differences. As
iterations of "comprehensive immigration reform," both seek to
overhaul the whole immigration system in one vast law, as
Obamacare and Dodd-Frank did the health-care system and the
banking industry, respectively.

Both proposals have three main parts: immediate amnesty for
almost all illegal aliens, more effective enforcement of the law
to prevent further illegal immigration, and increases in legal
immigration. Both bills would certainly achieve the first and the
third objectives, but its ability to achieve the second is question-
able. Critics fear that an immigration measure along these lines
would simply be a replay of the 1986 amnesty fiasco, when
nearly 3 million illegal aliens were legalized but the promised
enforcement never materialized, leading the population of ille-
gal aliens to grow to its present size.

In the absence of actual legislative language, which won't be
introduced for weeks or months, it's worth looking at the
Schmner-Rubio proposal in more detail, especially since the
president has said he'd rather see legislation from Congress
than submit a detailed proposal himself.

The amnesty feature of the Schumer-Rubio plan would
result in immediate "probationary" legal status for almost all
illegal aliens. After applicants met certain requirements, their
probationary status would be converted to formal legal resi-
dence (the green card), which would permit them to apply for
citizenship, usually after five years.

But the various tough-sounding requirements in the Schumer-
Rubio proposal are a sham. The version of them described for
the press was as tough as they would get. All subsequent move-
ment would be toward weakening them.

FOR instance, according to the proposal, the requirements
that candidates for amnesty must meet to receive proba-
tionary legal status "will include passing a background

check and settling their debt to society by paying a fine and back

taxes." In a later press conference, however, Schumer tacitly
conceded the vacuity of the language about "settling their debt
to society" when he noted that "on Day One of our bill, the peo-
ple without status who are not criminals or security risks will be
able to live and work here legally." That means that illegal aliens
would face no fine or requirement to pay back taxes before
receiving their probationary status, which would allow them to
receive a work permit, a Social Security number, a driver's
license, and the right to leave and reenter the U.S. freely.

The amnesty component of the Schumer-Rubio proposal
includes the claim, lifted from earlier bills, that "individuals with
probationary legal status will be required to go to the back of the
line of prospective immigrants" and "will only receive a green
card after every individual who is already waiting in line for a
green card, at the time this legislation is enacted, has received
their green card." Of course, it's of little consequence how long
the green-card line is, since they can live and work here legally
during their wait while those applying lawfully must wait abroad.

As for the enforcement provisions, the transition of proba-
tionary aliens to full green-card status would be tied to certain
objectives. These include improved efforts to stop border infil-
tration and visa overstays. The proposal would also "increase
the number of unmanned aerial vehicles and surveillance
equipment, improve radio interoperability and increase the
nmnber of agents at and between ports of entry."

But the frivolous nature of the enforcement objectives fairly
jumps off the page when you read this: "Our legislation will
require the completion of an entry-exit system that tracks
whether all persons entering the United States on temporary visas
via airports and seaports have left the country as required by law."
This is an important objective, since some 40 percent of the
illegal population entered the country legally on a temporary visa
and never left. Fences and drones are irrelevant to combating this
kind of illegal immigration.

Congress required "the completion of an entry-exit system"
17 years ago, in the wake of the first World Trade Center attack.
It has reiterated this requirement five times since then, and the
system is still not complete. So why is this presented as a trade-
off for amnesty? Shouldn't the existing requirement be met
before we make a sweeping promise of amnesty? Moreover, the
entry-exit system would be applied only to foreigners entering
by air or sea, even though most who overstay their visas enter
through land ports.

When would enforcement requirements be considered met, so
that formerly illegal aliens could proceed to the green-card stage?
Schmner-Rubio would "create a commission comprised of gov-
ernors, attorneys general, and community leaders living along the
Southwest border to monitor the progress of securing our border
and to make a recommendation regarding when the bill's security
measures outlined in the legislation are completed."

McCain has for years been pushing this debatable idea that
people in the Southwest should have special say over a national
problem. But within days ofthe proposal's release, it was shown
to be a gimmick. It came out that, in a pre-announcement confer-
ence call with leftist groups, Democrats had emphasized that the
commission would not have a veto over the path to citizenship
and that it was, in the words of a top open-borders lobbyist,
"something that gives the Republicans a talking point." Schumer
later acknowledged publicly that Democrats were "not going to
use [border patrol] as a barrier to prevent the 11 million [illegal



aliens in the U.S.] from gaining a path to citizenship" and that the
secretary of homeland security-that is, the White House-
would make the final call.

Schumer-Rubio calls for "an effective employment verifica-
tion system," though its implementation is not one of the enforce-
ment objectives that must be met before the plan for amnestied
aliens to obtain full green-card status is implemented. What's
more, Schumer-Rubio carefully avoids referring to E-Verify, the
free online system for checking the legal status of new hires. Its
use is now voluntary, but making it an obligatory part of the
hiring process is key to removing the magnet of jobs that attracts
illegal immigrants in the first place. Schumer wants to replace
the bird-in-the-hand E-Verify with a two-in-the-bush system that
doesn't exist but supposedly would be better. E-Verify is cur-
rently used to screen about one-third of new hires; canceling it
and trying to replace it with something "better" would be disrup-
tive and time-consuming, allowing millions more illegal aliens to
settle here in the interim.

What would happen to those who didn't qualify for amnesty?
The proposal says that "individuals with a serious criminal back-

Rubio plan, we dramatically increased the number of visas,
by shortening the wait, even more people would apply tI
now, creating pressure for yet further increases. By increas:
supply of workers, such a system would also exert dow
pressure on wages. This, combined with the likely eagem
employment of workers newly admitted to this country,
increase the nwnber of occupations considered '~obs Ame
won't do," producing demands for yet more increases in thl
ber of visas.

There is no practical limit to the number of people wh,
to move here. Contrary to claims that sources of immif
are drying up, Gallup reported last year that 150 million]
would like to move to the United States. Ten percent
people born in Mexico live here already. Millions apply
visa lottery, whereby green cards are awarded at rane
people from countries other than Mexico, China, Ind
Philippines, and other leading sources of immigration
United States. For 50,000 annual slots, there were 13.6 r
applicants in 2010, 16.5 million in 2011, and 19.7 mil
2012.

There is no practical limit to the
·number of people who want to move here.

ground or others who pose a threat to our national security will
be ineligible for legal status and subject to deportation," but
surely a background check wouldn't be the only requirement.
There would be a fee, and probably a deadline, and possibly
other criteria to be met. Many aliens would therefore be rejected,
if they applied at all. Experience suggests that they would be able
to continue living here illegally. An amnesty that doesn't have
as.a priority the identification and removal of all who don't
qualify creates the nucleus of a new illegal population, as Doris
Meissner, a former commissioner of the Immigration and
Naturalization Service, recently observed of the 1986 amnesty.

As for the increase in legal immigration, the details are
still being worked out among business interests, unions,
and ethnic interest groups. Today's annual admission of

more than 1 million legal immigrants (green-card recipients)
and perhaps 750,000 "temporary" workers (many of whom go
on to get green cards) would be supplemented by the admission
of more white-collar workers, more blue-collar workers, and
more relatives of immigrants already here.

The increases would surely be enormous. The Schumer-Rubio
proposal bemoans that so many people are on the waiting list for
green cards. But considering that there are currently more than 4
million people who are waiting their turn (owing to numerical
limits in the various categories of immigrants rather than to
"backlogs" caused by bureaucratic lethargy), one might think this
would mean doubling legal immigration for four years. (The
spouses, parents, and minor children of U.S. citizens do not wait
in this queue, since they are admitted without numerical
limitation; the queue is for more distant relatives.)

As problematic as 2 million immigrants a year would be, the
real number would be higher and would not fall. One of the
reasons there are "only" 4 million people on the waiting list is
precisely that a wait is involved. If, as is foreseen in the Schumer-

The "future flow" of immigrants, to use the lobbyists'
hand, is key to understanding how amnesty supporters rei
the risible nature of the enforcement specifics they offer v
promises of no further illegal immigration. The usually un
assumption is that their new, improved version of amr
whether the Schwner-Rubio plan, the president's, or any e
won't repeat the 1986 plan because every non-terrori
wants to move here will be able to do so. A limit on immi
only "incentivizes illegal immigration," as Schwner-Rub
it, and so getting rid of all limits on immigration wOl
definition, eliminate the illegal-immigration problem ane
fore the need for most enforcement.

That is the ground on which the immigration debate
really be held. If legality is the only problem, why shoul
illegal aliens simply be amnestied and all immigratior
removed? No illegals, no problem. But in a society with
industrial, knowledge-based economy, awelfare state, ane
ened assimilative institutions, mass immigration is b
whether it is legal or not.

Reconfigured, the three pieces of the Schwner-Rub
could be the building blocks of sensible policy. Enfor
must happen up front, with no preconditions or trade
E-Verify, entry-exit tracking, systematic state and local CI
tion with federal immigration authorities, aggressive m
against visa and green-card fraud. First these measures r
be in place, tested, staffed up, and, iflegally challenged, gi
imprimatur of our judiciary. Only then should the other t
tures of the package deal come into play: amnesty for the J

ing non-criminal illegal aliens, in exchange for adjustrnen
rate of legal immigration--deep, permanent cuts, not inc

That won't be the shape of this year's debate, of COurSI
hear a lot of pious tallc about a nation of immigrants ("C
your tired, your poor"), but the incompatibility of mas~
gration with a modern society is a problem that can no 10
avoided.


